
Ɵ        Purdue Jan 18, [18]86 
My own darling darling darling Effie,  

Your dear letter arrived this evening & was a help & comfort to me & braced me up & 
helped me very much.  Darling I was so sorry that I wrote such a mournful letter yesterday.  I 
had been so miserable for several days & it seemed yesterday as if I couldn’t take my mind off it 
& tho I tried I seemed to drift into the thing I tried not to do every time.  I am better today & I 
hope I can keep out of the mournful form of blues now & I try all the time but yesterday I was 
way down_  Darling it wasn’t all your fault.  You mustnt feel so.  It was my own fault or more 
truly the fault of our circumstances_  I thought that I did best in coming back here this year and 
I still believe that I did but at times it seems dreadfully hard to endure it.  It is best I believe 
when I am calm enough to look at it sanely but at times it seems more than I am equal to.  We 
both chafe at it at times & yet we both I know feel that it is best in the long run tho so very hard 
to endure some times.  I know that it is very weak in me to get so low at times.  I ought to have 
more strength but there come times when I seem to lose control & the blues get possession of 
me & I am supremely miserable.  I dont really think it is excusable & when I get over the attack I 
wonder at myself for being so weak & yet at the time I cant seem to rise above my feelings_  It 
is worse than weak[;] it is wrong and really a sin for I do have very much to be thankful for & 
yet I am not always able to control my feeling.  I can often do so & there are many times when I 
get blue streaks when I do control them.  It isn’t that those times I am able to shut out my 
longing for my darling but that I am able to restrain the rebellious & wicked feelings & 
ungrateful feelings as I couldn’t seem to do yesterday.  Oh darling I shall be so glad when they 
wont be able to get after me anymore. 
      My own I know that you will[,] if the choice need be made[,] leave your mother for me 
& yet I love to have you write about it in the loving way you did in the letter of tonight.  It is 
right that it should be so & I know that it is so.  And yet how glad I should be if it should never 
have to be.  More for her sake darling than for yours but for your sake too.  I do not fear lest 
you should be unhappy with me.  I know how dear I am to you & how you would give up 
everything else sooner than your love for me & I glory in that.  I know that you would not be 
unhappy away from her & do not worry over that but I should be so glad if in some way you 
might have both.  I long for my family in the same way & hate to be so far from them & how 
gladly I should hail a good position that would bring us all together & would be willing to take 
anything that would support us & locate us better.  But Darling if it seems best for us to come 
here & leave the others behind I know that we can be very happy together.  I have no sort of 
feeling that your love for them takes away from your love to me[,] not the least bit.  I know it 
don’t & that your love for me is perfect[,] wanting nothing.  Darling I have written & told you 
often how I rejoice in its strength & fervor and it is a new happiness that has come to me & 
goes far beyond all others I ever dreamed of_  And Darling you I know feel the same way 
towards me.  I know that you don’t want me blue & unhappy but if my happiness was to cost 



the freedom from longing for my Effie I know that she would prefer I should be blue[,] wouldn’t 
she Darling?  I don’t think that it is now time for any active movement regarding the place for 
your mother but you may depend I shall keep watch of the thing.  As to your mothers taking the 
boarding hall I wrote yesterday.  I cant see how it could be a bad thing for her in any way.  She 
couldn’t make money out of it[,] at least not if she gave the students the sort of fare which she 
would want to[,] but she could do a good thing & more than clear expenses for she would have 
no rent at all and no heat except for cooking[,] almost all the gas she would have to use[,] the 
furniture & I don’t know how much crockery[,] pasture for cow & horse as well as barn room 
for the same[,] & ground enough for a crop of potatoes & some other vegetables if she 
wished[,] also keeping for horse & cow[,] no water bill, nothing but the help & the cost of the 
market stuff which is cheap here.  Her meat she could get by buying on contract for the year at 
ten cents a pound or thereabouts.  She would be allowed to charge only $2.50 per student & 
$3.00 for professors but she would have sixty at least.  I am sure she could attract by good 
management a larger number.  It would be more confining than the other work & not so 
desirable in some respects and if we were all here together very possibly we could have our 
meals under our own control any how.  If she was teacher & had to depend as we do now on 
Mrs. Stocktons board it wouldn’t be comfortable from a stomachic point of view I am afraid.  
She ought as teacher to board with the girls so as to keep watch of them.  I do hope that we can 
find some way of running the thing.  We will see what can be done as things develope.  Mrs. 
Stockton may not leave, & there may be no opening at all.  In fact I may not be here but I judge 
that there is but little chance that I will leave unless I desire to do so__  You know Darling I 
didn’t say that Coulter would leave his place at Wabash College.  I don’t want you to count on 
that & the scheme depending on it for C[oulter]. has had fine offers before & preferred to 
remain where he is at present.  But if he should leave & Barnes be removed I should be glad of 
the change.  I should hunt for a competent laboratory assistant & spend my time mostly in 
lecture room instruction tho I should make the tour of the laboratories daily & see what was 
doing of course.  But the structure is a Spanish Castle yet, very Spanish. 
        Poor dear Effie[,] I wish I could write something to comfort you in your trial over 
Minnies death.  You know Darling that I would gladly do so if I could but there is nothing to be 
said.  I do think Darling that you will become resigned to it in time.  It seems harder far because 
Mr Schenck seems to be so disloyal to her.  Darling it does seem so for him to apparently allow 
one to take her place as easily.  I know love that that makes the trial worse than it would be had 
he seemed to preserve more her memory.  It seems very hard & cruel of him & I don’t justify it 
at all even if he is so miserable without her.  He ought not to shut it out as he does or allow her 
place to be taken by such a person as seems to be filling it.  I feel very strongly on that  x x x  I 
had just gotten to this point Darling when in walked Huston.  He had come to take supper with 
me & after supper he & I went to the meeting of the Purdue Scientific Society & then he came 
here for a while & it is now ten oclock & I shall have to get about some other work but I will 



finish the sentence  x x x  subject tho I do feel also somewhat for his loneliness I suffer so myself 
Darling.  But I wonder how he can find comfort in the Stewart.  Dear dear Effie[,] you must not 
keep mourning over that loss.  It is as weak as my groaning over what I can’t have & yet you 
can’t help feeling it sharply & especially now at this season.  I would as gladly help you Darling 
by some word but I know that the best help for you is silence[,] silent sympathy[,] & you know 
you have the sympathy. 
       My sore throat had gone this morning or at least almost gone & my cold is no worse & 
dont amount to a great deal.  I am sorry for you with yours & hope it will get better soon_  Isn’t 
it hard luck that things always if they are going wrong do so at the wrong time.  Darling I must 
stop now & do some grinding.  I have been showing a visitor about all day & will tell you about 
him perhaps if I have time tomorrow.  He is a Professor Sewall of Indianapolis. 
      Good night my own darling darling Effie with love love ever & kisses from your own 
loving  
                        Harry. 
             Ө 


